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1. Herewith letter from Robert Adley about
Northern Ireland, which you have seen
already, together with a reply for your
signature.

2 I do think that there is a strong case
for a senior member of the Cabinet
making a speech in the United States,
or appearing on American Television
in order to state with the utmost
clarity and firmness, the policy
of the Government towards Northern
Ireland and the true nature of those
who seek to replace the ballot box
with the bullet and the bomb.

I discussed this problem frequently with
Airey, who, as you know, urged a similar
policy on Roy Mason.

The problem arises as to who best could do
this. Although in a sense H.A. is the most
obvious person, I do not think that he is
the right one.

Quintin Hailsham or Peter Carrington would
both do it better.

We both know that too much American money
is still being used to finance the
terrorists in Northern Ireland.

Ian Gow

13.9.79.
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13th September 1979

Thank you so much for your thoughtful and constructive
letter of 1st September about Northern Ireland.

I share your concern about the extent of pro-IRA
propaganda in the United States and notably in New
York.

I agree that there is considerably misunderstanding
among the American people, and notably among the
Irish community in New York about the true character
of the IRA and about the principles which govern
British policy towards Ulster.

I want you to know that I will consider and follow
up most carefully the constructive suggestions
whibh you have made.

Thank you again for having written, and for the kind
remarks whibb you made about my flsit to Ulster on
29th August.

Robert Adley Esq MP
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PRIME MINISTER

This long and thoughtful

letter from Robert Adley tackles

the question of educating American

public opinion about Irish issues.

Shall I ask the Northern

Ireland Office and the Foreign

Office to prepare a draft reply

for you to consider?
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Adludt trial/

Septrber li)79

I am writing on behalf of the Prime
ilihister to acknowledge your letter of
I ;September about Northern Ireland.

I will bring this to the Primo ,iinister's
a tention imllediately, and you will i;e sent a
reply soon as possible.

11AP

ILobert Adley, Esq., M.P.


